Modulated textures with shape structures implied by a closed flow are processed globally.
Radial frequency (RF) patterns, shapes deformed from circular by a sinusoidal modulation of radius, have been used to demonstrate global integration of shape information around a closed path by showing that the modulation depth required to detect shape deformation decreases rapidly as larger segments of the contour are modulated. In this psychophysical study we use a field of Gabor patches to examine integration of shape information in sampled RF patterns either alone or placed within an orientation-noise background and show that orientation-noise can be disregarded during the integration of modulation information. We also examine integration in modulated textures with local orientations that flow parallel or perpendicular to an underlying RF shape-structure. In using modulated textures comprising of elements with a random radial position but with orientation modulated such that it conforms to the local orientation of an RF pattern (RF texture) we demonstrate integration around texture patterns that imply shape. Texture patterns with element orientations locally orthogonal (RFO textures) to those of RF textures, however, exhibit a rate of decrease in modulation threshold, which is substantially reduced. When the textures are scrambled by permuting the polar positions of the patches the rate of decrease in threshold with increasing number of patches modulated in orientation is reduced for RF textures but not RFO textures. Detection of modulation in both scrambled textures is shown to be consistent with the detection of local cues. We conclude that implied closure in a modulated flow appears to be critical for global integration of textures.